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High-throughput screening of hypothetical metal-organic
frameworks for thermal conductivity
Meiirbek Islamov1, Hasan Babaei2✉, Ryther Anderson3, Kutay B. Sezginel1, Jeffrey R. Long2,4,5, Alan J. H. McGaughey 6,
Diego A. Gomez-Gualdron3 and Christopher E. Wilmer1,7✉

Thermal energy management in metal-organic frameworks (MOFs) is an important, yet often neglected, challenge for many
adsorption-based applications such as gas storage and separations. Despite its importance, there is insufficient understanding of
the structure-property relationships governing thermal transport in MOFs. To provide a data-driven perspective into these
relationships, here we perform large-scale computational screening of thermal conductivity k in MOFs, leveraging classical
molecular dynamics simulations and 10,194 hypothetical MOFs created using the ToBaCCo 3.0 code. We found that high thermal
conductivity in MOFs is favored by high densities (> 1.0 g cm−3), small pores (< 10 Å), and four-connected metal nodes. We also
found that 36 MOFs exhibit ultra-low thermal conductivity (< 0.02 Wm−1 K−1), which is primarily due to having extremely large
pores (~65 Å). Furthermore, we discovered six hypothetical MOFs with very high thermal conductivity (> 10Wm−1 K−1), the
structures of which we describe in additional detail.
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INTRODUCTION
Metal-organic frameworks (MOFs) are crystalline materials with
nanoscopic pores that self-assemble from constituent building
blocks (inorganic metal nodes and organic linkers)1,2 and have
attracted significant interest for a diverse range of applications,
from gas storage3–8, chemical separations9–11, sensing12–14,
catalysis15–17, drug-delivery18–20, to thermoelectrics21–25. Primarily,
it is their exceptional tunability and high internal surface areas
that have made MOFs candidates for such a wide range of
applications26,27. However, a property that needs consideration in
practical applications of MOFs is thermal conductivity k28. For
instance, in adsorptive gas storage applications, the exothermicity
of gas adsorption can generate a significant amount of heat that, if
not dissipated rapidly, could unduly raise the temperature and
reduce MOF adsorption capacity29. In catalytic applications,
temperature control is also critical, in which case MOFs with high
thermal conductivity could mitigate undesirable temperature
gradients. On the other hand, in thermoelectric applications MOFs
with low thermal conductivities would be favored, as the figure of
merit ZT is inversely related to k21–25.
In the past few years, thermal transport properties of MOFs have

received more attention30–43. Recent studies have considered the
influence of pore size and shape37, interpenetration38, defects39,
the presence of adsorbates36,40,41, chemical functionalization42,
and node-linker bonding interactions43 on the thermal conduc-
tivity of MOFs.
To date, MOFs have typically been found to have low thermal

conductivities (< 2Wm−1 K−1)39. The highly porous nature and
low density of MOFs inhibit the efficient transport of phonons.
Additionally, the high chemical diversity of MOFs makes them
prone to atomic mass mismatches and dissimilarity in bond
stiffnesses within their structures, which has been found to

increase phonon scattering36. To date, experimentally measured
thermal conductivities of the more commonly known MOFs
include values such as 0.32 Wm−1 K−1 (IRMOF-1 single crystals)31,
0.11 Wm−1 K−1 (UiO-66 powders)44, 0.19 Wm−1 K−1 (UiO-67
powders)44, 0.39 Wm−1 K−1 (Cu-BTC powders)44, 0.26 Wm−1 K−1

(HKUST-1 microcrystals)45, 0.44–0.73 Wm−1 K−1 (HKUST-1 single
crystals and thin films)36, 0.32 Wm−1 K−1 (ZIF-8 thin films)46, and
1.3 Wm−1 K−1 (perovskite-like MOF-1 single crystals)47. Experi-
mentally measuring the intrinsic thermal conductivity of a MOF
single crystal, as opposed to the system thermal conductivity of a
packed powder bed, can be rather challenging. This is because
measured thermal conductivity values are strongly affected by
interfaces, grain boundaries, and inter-particle void spaces,
making it difficult to ascertain the intrinsic heat transfer
mechanisms within the bulk crystal, as well as to relate the
observed thermal transport behavior to the MOF structure or
chemical composition36.
In this regard, classical molecular dynamics (MD) can be a

particularly useful tool for obtaining the bulk crystalline thermal
conductivities of MOFs. Previously, MD simulations have been
used to calculate the thermal conductivities of MOF-5 (also known
as IRMOF-1)30, HKUST-136,39,40, M2(dobpdc)41, and a number of
zeolitic imidazolate frameworks (ZIFs)42,48. Between inaccuracies in
the simulation force fields and the numerous factors confounding
experimental thermal conductivity measurements, it is difficult to
validate the absolute value of k predicted or measured by either
simulations or experiments. However, simulations are useful for
investigating trends, intrinsic heat transfer mechanisms, and
structure-property relationships. For instance, earlier computa-
tional studies showed that MOF thermal conductivity decreases
when the pore size37,48, linker length49, or defect concentration
increases39.
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Somewhat in contrast, Cheng and coworkers studied eighteen
MOFs belonging to the zeolitic imidazolate framework (ZIF) class
and reported no clear correlation between MOF structural properties
(e.g., pore size) and the thermal conductivity48. Instead, they found
that the alignment tensor and pathway factor correlated better with
thermal conductivity48. Ying and coworkers computationally studied
the effect of functional group substitutions (-H, -CH3, -Br, -Cl) on the
thermal conductivity of ZIF-842. They found that ZIF-8(-CH3) showed
the highest thermal conductivity, followed by ZIF-8(-H), ZIF-8(-Br),
and ZIF-8(-Cl). A recent study by Wieser et al. found the node-linker
bond to be the most significant bottleneck for heat transport in
MOFs43. These authors reported that decreasing the mass mismatch
between the metal node and organic linker in MOF-5 and MOF-508,
combined with enhancing the node-linker bond strength, would
increase thermal conductivity.
While the above-mentioned studies demonstrate important

progress in our understanding of thermal transport in porous
materials, all of them nevertheless focus on only a small number of
materials. Hence, it is difficult to know whether their conclusions
generalize broadly across wider ranges of MOFs, or other porous
materials. A more systematic, data-driven approach where much
larger numbers of MOFs are sampled could potentially cement or
correct previously hinted structure-property relationships, as well as
reveal previously hidden relationships.

To this end, here we report large-scale computational screening
study of thermal transport characteristics in MOFs. We used
classical molecular dynamics (MD) simulations to calculate the
thermal conductivities of 10,194 hypothetical MOFs created using
the Topology-Based Crystal Constructor (ToBaCCo) code (version
3.0)50. These 10,194 MOFs span 1,015 different topologies and
include 40 types of organic edge building blocks, along with 38
inorganic and organic nodular building blocks. The building blocks
are illustrated in Fig. 1 and Supplementary Figs. 1 and 2. In
addition to the unveiling of structure-property relationships, we
identified several MOFs with exceptionally low and high thermal
conductivities and discuss their structures in more detail.
As is common when exploring hypothetical MOF structures, the

synthesizability of any particular generated structure is not
guaranteed. In a recent study51 some of us illustrated that the
calculation of free energies in hypothesized MOF structures can
shed some light into their synthesizability. For instance, we found
that experimentally reported MOFs among 8000+ generated MOF
structures all presented free energies (at 300 K) below ~46meV
per atom. Nevertheless, generating hypothetical MOFs that are
guaranteed to be physically realizable is still an unsolved
challenge. In this study, our goal was to identify broad structure-
property relationships and to unveil structural features and
chemical motifs that may imbue MOFs with desired thermal
conductivities.

Inorganic nodes

3-coordinated 4-coordinated 6-coordinated

8-coordinated 12-coordinated

3-coordinated 4-coordinated 6-coordinated

8-coordinated 12-coordinated

a)

b)

3-coordinated 5-coordinated 6-coordinated

4-coordinated

c)

Fig. 1 Building blocks that are used to build 10,194 hypothetical MOFs containing 1015 topologies. a inorganic nodes; b organic nodes;
c organic linkers. The connecting points to other building blocks are represented with violet circles. For remaining inorganic nodes and
organic linkers with functional groups, see Supplementary Figs. 1 and 2.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Consistent with the known propensity of MOFs to present low
thermal conductivity k, about 97% of the studied MOFs presented
calculated average thermal conductivity values lower than
1Wm−1 K−1 at 300 K (Fig. 2). Thus, we generally discuss
structure-property relationships relating to thermal conductivities

in the range of 0–1Wm−1 K−1, except when we specifically
discuss the smaller number of MOFs that presented high-thermal
conductivity in the High-Thermal Conductivity MOFs section. Here,
the average thermal conductivity is the average of the x-, y-, and z-
directional thermal conductivity values. To study the structure-
thermal conductivity relationships governing MOFs in the range of
0–1Wm−1 K−1, we only considered the average thermal con-
ductivity of each structure. The anisotropic thermal conductivity is
discussed for MOFs exhibiting high thermal conductivity
(> 10Wm−1 K−1). In this study we do not look into the influence
of adsorbates on the thermal conductivity, which was reported
and discussed elsewhere36,40,41. Thus, all calculated thermal
conductivity values are for empty hypothetical MOF structures.

Relationships between pore structure and k
In alignment with previous studies, thermal conductivity generally
increases with MOF density (Fig. 3)48,49,52. Specifically, almost all
structures with k > 0.2 Wm−1 K−1 have a density > 0.2 g cm−3,
whereas structures with comparatively higher k (> 0.5 Wm−1 K−1)
have a density > 0.5 g cm−3. In contrast, for low k MOFs
(< 0.1 Wm−1 K−1), a wide spread of densities (0–2 g cm−3) can
be observed. Figure 3 also shows that even though the density is
correlated with k, density alone is not sufficient in accounting for
differences in k. For example, at a density of 1 g cm−3, a wide span
of k values, ranging from 0.05 Wm−1 K−1 to 0.75 Wm−1 K−1, can

Fig. 2 The distribution of thermal conductivity data. The
distribution of the average thermal conductivity values
(< 5Wm−1 K−1) of hypothetical MOFs (bin size= 0.25Wm−1 K−1).
The vertical axis is logarithmic.

a b

c d

Fig. 3 Relationships between average thermal conductivity and inverse density. Figure panels are colored by a void fraction, b largest pore
diameter, c gravimetric surface area, and d volumetric surface area. Each plot is divided into 50 × 50 bins which are illustrated by a filled circle,
whose color represents the averaged property across all MOFs in that bin. Bins with less than three structures are not shown to reduce noise.
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be found. This result adds nuance to prior findings, which
reported a linear correlation between k and MOF density but
considered significantly fewer materials48,52. Such insights high-
light the advantages of a large and diverse MOF data set for
observing structure-property relationships.
As shown in Fig. 3a, all structures with high k > 0.6 Wm−1 K−1

have void fractions less than 0.9, whereas all structures with
extremely low k < 0.04 Wm−1 K−1 have void fractions greater than
0.8. Given the high correlation of density and void fraction, it is
unsurprising that a lower void fraction results in a higher k. Cheng
and coworkers also reported a negative correlation between k and
the void fraction (Pearson correlation coefficient=−0.82) for
eighteen ZIFs with unique topologies48. An intermediate k value
(0.1–0.6 Wm−1 K−1) can have all possible values of void fraction
considered (0.35–0.95). According to Fig. 3b, as the pore size
increases, the thermal conductivity decreases, which agrees well
with the results from previous studies37,48,49,52. All structures with
k > 0.5 Wm−1 K−1 have a largest pore diameter (LPD) of < 25 Å.
The relationship between k and pore limiting diameter (PLD) can
be found in Supplementary Fig. 10, which is very similar to that
between k and LPD. Figure 3c illustrates that for k < 0.2 Wm−1 K−1,
at any density within the range of 0.25–0.5 g cm−3 (or 2–4 cm³ g−1

of 1/density), the value of k increases as the gravimetric surface
area (GSA) increases due to a decrease in LPD. For instance, at a
density value of 0.3 g cm−3, when the GSA increases from

~3000m2 g−1 to 5000m2 g−1, k soars from a very low value of
about 0.03 Wm−1 K−1 to an intermediate value of 0.15 Wm−1 K−1,
which is a five-fold increase.
A similar trend can be observed in Fig. 3d: k can be improved by

increasing the volumetric surface area (VSA) at densities in the
~0.25–0.5 g cm−3 range. Interestingly, structures with the same
VSA can have different densities, and thus different k values. For
example, in Fig. 3d, the data shows that at 1/density values of
around 1 cm³ g−1 and 6 cm³ g−1 one can have high
(> 0.8 Wm−1 K−1) or very low (< 0.05 Wm−1 K−1) values of k
while maintaining the same VSA. This finding could be important
for gas adsorption applications, where the VSA strongly influences
the amount of gas adsorbed but a high k is desired for the target
application.
Typically, high and low densities correspond to small and large

pore sizes, respectively. It is uncommon for a material to have a
high density and large pore sizes simultaneously. Thus, to find the
optimal combination of properties, we considered thermal
conductivity as a function of the product of pore size and density
(see Fig. 4).
As shown in Fig. 4, thermal conductivity sharply decreases when

LPD × density is too small or too large. We found an optimal LPD ×
density region in the 5–10 Å g cm−3 range, which corresponds to
an LPD < 15 Å and a density range of ~0.8–1.4 g cm−3. However,
an optimal LPD × density range alone is not enough to ensure

a b

c d

Fig. 4 Relationship between thermal conductivity and the product of the density and the largest pore diameter (LPD). Figure panels are
colored by a LPD, b density, c void fraction, and d gravimetric surface area. Each plot is divided into 50 × 50 bins which are illustrated by a
filled circle, whose color represents the averaged property across all MOFs in that bin. Bins with less than three structures are not shown to
reduce noise.
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high conductivity; for example, within an LPD × density range of
5–10 Å g cm−3, MOFs with very low k can be found (i.e., those with
LPD’s > 30 Å and densities < 0.4 g cm−3, as seen in Fig. 4a, b).
Perhaps not surprisingly, a high LPD alone is sufficient to achieve a
low k. However, other structural properties such as density, void
fraction, and GSA alone do not guarantee a low conductivity (Fig.
4b, c, d). Thus, for MOF structures to achieve a low k, only the LPD
must be high, but many properties must align to achieve a high k.
At a constant density of ~0.6 g cm−3, if you move to the left along
the light blue circles in Fig. 4b, the thermal conductivity increases,
which correlates with a decrease in pore size. A similar trend can
also be observed for the void fraction and gravimetric surface area
(Fig. 4c, d). For instance, k increases in moving to the left along
yellow or green circles at a void fraction range of 0.75–0.85. To
sum up, a high k favors high density, small pores, an intermediate
value of void fraction (0.6–0.7), and a small GSA
(2000–3000m2 g−1).
Figure 5 illustrates hypothetical MOF structures from different

regions of the MOF structure-property space. In region I, where
MOFs have a very low density (~0.06 g cm−3) and huge pores
(~50 Å), k is very low (~0.04 Wm−1 K−1). Such low k values can be
ascribed to a low areal concentration of bonded interactions37. In
region II, k is improved by nearly an order of magnitude
(~0.24 Wm−1 K−1) compared to region I since the density
increased to ~0.2 g cm−3 and the LPD became smaller (~24 Å).
Region III shows the highest k value (~0.85 Wm−1 K−1), which
corresponds to a high density (~0.82 g cm−3) and a low LPD
(~10 Å). This is an optimal region for high k since it possesses the
highest areal density of bonded interactions. Finally, in region IV,
as LPD increases (~32 Å) at a density close to region III, the k drops
again to a very low value (~0.06 Wm−1 K−1). Although regions III
and IV have a similar density, region IV has ~3 times larger pore
diameters but ~14 times lower k than region III. This additionally
supports our observation that pore size has a more pronounced
impact on k than density. Moreover, region IV has an LPD ~1.56
times lower than region I, but ~13 times higher density. In these
MOFs, a higher density is typically due to heavier building blocks
(e.g., high-coordinated nodes and functionalized linkers) for a
material with similar pore sizes. This result implies that for MOFs
with very large pore sizes (e.g., > 30 Å), increasing the density by
using heavier building blocks might not appreciably impact k.

For most applications of MOFs, the adsorption capacity is still
the primary consideration even if k is also an important property.
Thus, it is helpful to consider the surface area available for
adsorption in each of these regions. Regarding void fraction and
GSA, region I has an ultra-high void fraction (~0.97) and GSA
(~7200m2 g−1) due to huge voids and low density. Region II has
higher k than region I and a slightly lower void fraction (~0.92) and
GSA (~6700 m2 g−1). From region II to III, the void fraction
decreases from 0.92 to 0.69, whereas GSA drop significantly from
6700m2 g−1 to 2400m2 g−1 due to increased density. Region IV
has the lowest GSA of 1600m2 g−1 with a comparable k as region
I, where GSA is the largest (~7200m2 g−1). We note that the
optimal region that gives rise to high k (> 0.8 Wm−1 K−1) might
not possess optimal gas adsorption capacity due to having a low
GSA. Balancing volumetric and gravimetric uptake is important in
gas storage applications53. Thus, to determine the optimal
combination of k and deliverable capacity, we plotted k versus
LPD × density with the data points colored by VSA × GSA (see
Supplementary Fig. 11). We found the ideal VSA and GSA trade-off
corresponds to an LPD × density of ~5 Å g cm−3 with an LPD of
< 20 Å. This condition corresponds to an average void fraction of
0.85, which is also the ideal void fraction for methane and
hydrogen storage reported by Chen et al.53. As shown in
Supplementary Fig. 11, the highest average k for ideal VSA ×
GSA is capped at ~0.5 Wm−1 K−1, whereas the lower bound can
go down to ~0.1 Wm−1 K−1. Here, we at least show that thermal
transport in MOFs can be optimized simultaneously in conjunction
with other specific target properties.

Relationships between compositional/geometric
characteristics and k
In addition to structural characteristics (pore size, surface area, void
fraction, etc.), we investigated the influence of two compositional/
geometric properties of MOFs on the thermal conductivity: metal
node connectivity (coordination number) and mass mismatch
between the node and the organic linker. We did not consider the
bonding chemistry (e.g., bond strength) between the metal node
and the linker, which was investigated elsewhere, albeit not
comprehensively43. Some MOF structures contain two types of
metal node connectivity, as shown in Fig. 6a, b.

Fig. 5 Images of hypothetical MOF structures from different regions of the structure-thermal conductivity space. The figure on the left
illustrates where each structure is located with respect to the product of the density and the largest pore diameter (LPD): (I) very low density
and very high LPD, (II) low density and high LPD, (III) high density and low LPD, (IV) high density and high LPD. The inset figure illustrates how
structures in each region look qualitatively with respect to the relative pore size and density. The pore diameter is adjusted proportionally to
the average pore diameter in each region.
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Notably, we find that all MOFs with exceptionally high k
(> 10 Wm−1 K−1) have a metal node connectivity of 4, which is
intriguing, since diamond, the best-known heat conductor
(2200Wm−1 K−1 at 300 K)54, and cubic boron arsenide
(1300Wm−1 K−1 at 300 K)55, also have 4-connected crystal
network topologies. This suggests that topology could be an
important factor in designing high-k MOFs. Moreover, several
structures with 6 and 8 coordination also show relatively large
values of k (> 5 Wm−1 K−1). Structures with low-coordinated (3)
and high-coordinated (12) nodes exhibit lower k values
(< 2Wm−1 K−1), with the majority being even lower than
1Wm−1 K−1, which is typical of MOFs. Likewise, all of the
evaluated MOFs with two different types of metal node
connectivity show lower k, with 4,6 coordination possessing the
highest k among these (1.1 Wm−1 K−1), followed by 3,4
(0.61 Wm−1 K−1), 12,8 (0.3 Wm−1 K−1), 6,8 (0.17 Wm−1 K−1), and
12,6 (0.15 Wm−1 K−1).
To investigate the influence of mass mismatch between metal

nodes and organic linkers on thermal conductivity, only MOFs
containing a single type of linker and node (2737 MOFs) were
considered. Here, a mass mismatch is defined as the difference in
mass between a single node and a single linker. A positive
mismatch means the node is heavier, while a negative mismatch
means the linker is heavier. The relationship between k and the
mass mismatch has a mountain shape (see Fig. 6c, d), with a peak
in the range of 250–500 gmol−1 where all the highly conductive
MOFs (k > 5Wm−1 K−1) are found. Similar observations were
reported by Han et al.49 and Wieser et al.43, where they found that
reducing the mass mismatch substantially increases k in MOF-5.
This was attributed to an increased overlap in the phonon density
of states, minimizing phonon scattering at the node-linker
interfaces. However, having a small node-linker mass difference

alone does not ensure a high conductivity, as we observe many
poorly conductive MOFs also within that range.
As the positive mass difference increases (beyond 500 gmol−1),

k tends to be lower (< 2Wm−1 K−1). Those regions are mainly
occupied by structures with node connections of 4, 8, or 12 and
greater node masses. In these structures, the node is much heavier
than its linker, leading to a greater mass mismatch. Beyond
1250 gmol−1, only 12-connected MOFs are encountered, for
which the thermal conductivity values are below 1Wm−1 K−1.
Conversely, for almost all structures with the negative mass
mismatch, the k values are below 1Wm−1 K−1. The negative mass
difference of greatest magnitude is about −500 gmol−1, whereas
the maximum positive value exceeds 1500 gmol−1. Importantly,
all structures within the range of 250–500 gmol−1 are ones with
relatively small node mass and linker mass as well. Since we are
missing structures in our database with both a heavy node and a
heavy linker such that the mass difference would still be relatively
low, it is hard to say anything about their thermal conductivity. We
also show the relationship of k with the node mass and the linker
mass separately in Supplementary Figs. 13 and 14. For both the
node and the linker, k increases as the mass of the corresponding
building blocks decreases, indicating that the mass of the
individual building blocks might also influence k in addition to
the mass mismatch. For instance, all MOFs with k > 3Wm−1 K−1

have a node mass < 600 gmol−1 and a linker mass < 200 gmol−1.
Thus, a good strategy for designing highly thermally conductive
MOFs, in addition to minimizing the mass mismatch, would be to
choose lighter building blocks (nodes and linkers) if possible.

Low-thermal conductivity MOFs
Dense crystalline solids with very low thermal conductivity
(< 0.1 Wm−1 K−1) have attracted interest for applications such

a b

c d

Fig. 6 Thermal conductivity and compositional/geometric characteristics. Relationships of the average thermal conductivity with metal
node connectivity (a, b) and node-linker mass mismatch (c, d). The figures (a, b) and (c, d) are the same plots but with a different vertical scale.
In figures (a, b), the pairs of numbers (e.g., 3,4 and 12,6) mean two different types of metal node connectivity in a structure. Colors: red (3-
connected), green (4-connected), blue (6-connected), purple (8-connected), and orange (12-connected).
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as thermal insulation and thermoelectrics56. We found that 2683
MOFs have k < 0.1 Wm−1 K−1, comparable to or perhaps lower
than the k values typically found for polymers (~0.1 Wm−1 K−1)56.
Among them, 608 of our MOFs have k < 0.05 Wm−1 K−1, and 36
have k < 0.02 Wm−1 K−1. To compare, the lowest reported
experimental thermal conductivity at room temperature of any
known dense solids was 0.03 Wm−1 K−1 in fullerene derivative
PCBM57. The average LPD of all MOFs with k < 0.1 Wm−1 K−1 is
~30 Å, whereas it is ~42 Å and ~65 Å for MOFs with
k < 0.05 Wm−1 K−1 and k < 0.02 Wm−1 K−1, respectively, which
again shows the significant impact of pore size on k. The average
void fractions for all MOFs with k < 0.1 Wm−1 K−1 and
k < 0.02 Wm−1 K−1 are ~0.88 and ~0.96, respectively. This result
again shows that high porosity and large pores are primarily
responsible for ultra-low thermal conductivity in MOFs, which
could be ascribed to an extraordinarily low density of bonded
interactions. Although MOFs usually exhibit low k, we note that it
could be further reduced by creating even larger voids (e.g., via
defect engineering, hierarchical pore structures) for emerging
applications such as thermoelectric materials that necessitate
thermal insulation21–25. However, we note that it is extremely
challenging to activate a MOF with exceptionally large pores
without having the structure collapse upon solvent removal58.
Unlike MOFs, other non-porous dense solids might require
different means of reducing k, such as a systematic layering of
materials59.

High-thermal conductivity MOFs
A small subset of 105 MOFs in our screening showed thermal
conductivity higher than 2Wm−1 K−1. To investigate these
structures further, we repeated our thermal conductivity calcula-
tions using a higher number of timesteps (1 ns) and greater
correlation lengths (100 ps) for increased accuracy. Among the
higher quality simulation predictions, 53 MOFs were found to have
k > 3Wm−1 K−1, of which 28 had k > 5Wm−1 K−1 and 6 had
k > 10Wm−1 K−1. Surprisingly, we found two MOFs with values of
k over 30Wm−1 K−1, which is comparable in thermal conductivity
to a semiconductor such as GaAs (55Wm−1 K−1)60. More than
70% of these structures have a density > 1 g cm−3, and almost all
of them (~90%) have small pores (< 10 Å), as illustrated in Fig. 7a,
b. The average density and LPD of all 53 high-k MOFs are
1.3 g cm−3 and 7.2 Å, respectively.
As mentioned earlier, we found a surprisingly strong connection

between high thermal conductivity and MOFs with crystal
network topologies possessing 4-connected nodes. About 65%
of the top 53 MOFs have 4-connected nodes, whereas all of the
top ten MOFs with the highest k values (> 8Wm−1 K−1) have
exclusively 4-connected nodes. Recently, a computational study of

covalent-organic frameworks (COFs) showed that a COF-300
derivative with a small pore size (~6.3 Å) could exhibit ultra-high
thermal conductivity (> 15Wm−1 K−1), which is unusual for a 3D
polymer61. Interestingly, this COF-300 derivative also has a
4-connected topology. Additionally, Giri et al. reported that
changing the concentration of the sp3-bonded carbon atoms
(four-fold coordination) from ~10% to ~80% results in an increase
of the thermal conductivity by four-fold in amorphous carbon62.
This was attributed to an increased contribution from the
propagating vibrational modes (propagons) at higher sp3 content,
revealing the significance of the influence of atomic coordination
on the fundamental vibrational characteristics of materials. We
think that this 4-connected node observation is significant to
achieving very high thermal conductivity in MOFs, although a
precise mechanistic understanding of why this topology (and not
others) leads to high k remains an open question.
All six highly conductive MOFs with average k > 10Wm−1 K−1

have perpendicular 4-connected square planar metal nodes (e.g.,
Cu(II)-paddlewheel), where five of them have a perpendicular
node-linker connection that forms a cage-like structure with
rectangular shaped pores (see Table 1 and Supplementary Figs.
16–19). In Fig. 8, we show one of the two ultra-high k MOFs (cdz
topology), which had an average thermal conductivity of
31.8 Wm−1 K−1. It is important to stress that in large-scale
screening studies such as this one, structure-property relation-
ships across many materials are more reliable than insights from
any individual structure. Nevertheless, with appropriate caution,
we think useful insights may be hypothesized from considering
the singular MOF with the highest thermal conductivity in our
dataset in more detail, even if that MOF may not be synthesizable
or its features not well represented among the majority of the
hypothetical MOFs considered. Particularly, we note that the
oxalate linkers in this MOF would likely prefer to chelate Cu2+ in a
way that forms five-membered rings instead of the four-
connected paddlewheel structure assumed in the hypothetical
MOF generation code.
This ultra-high k MOF consists of a square planar Cu(II)-

paddlewheel as a metal node and oxalate (planar and twisted)
as an organic linker. The twisted oxalate linkers run along the y-
direction, but they all are planar in the x- and z- directions. It
exhibits a very high anisotropy, showing ultra-high thermal
conductivity in two directions and relatively low thermal
conductivity in the other (24.8 Wm−1 K−1, 2.5 Wm−1 K−1 and
68.1 Wm−1 K−1 in x-, y-, and z-directions, respectively). We
hypothesize that an important feature of this MOF is that its
nodes connected along the highest-k direction have minimal
perpendicular connections. High thermal conductivity in the x-
direction (24.8 Wm−1 K−1) is mainly contributed to by strong
covalent bonds along the x-direction in the xz plane (planes

a b

Fig. 7 Relationships of the average thermal conductivity of the top 53 high-k MOFs with density and LPD colored by metal node
connectivity. a thermal conductivity and density; b thermal conductivity and largest pore diameter (LPD). Colors: green (4-connected), blue
(6-connected), and purple (8-connected).
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numbered 1), where the contribution by nonbonded interactions
in the x-direction (planes numbered 2) is weak. In the z-direction,
the thermal conductivity is the highest (68.1 Wm−1 K−1), which is
also helped by strong covalent bonds along the z-direction on the
xz plane (planes numbered 2). This is the highest directional
thermal conductivity observed in this work.
Finally, the y-direction has the lowest thermal conductivity

(2.5 Wm−1 K−1). We think this is because connections in the y-
direction are not uniform direction-wise: some nodes have a
connection in the x- and y-directions (blue node in Fig. 8a), but
others are connected to nodes in the z- and y-directions (blue
node in Fig. 8b) because of the twisted oxalate linkers. We
hypothesize that having additional connections in a third
dimension across the plane along the pathway of heat transport
(direction y in Fig. 8a, b) disturbs the phonon vibrations along that
direction, resulting in increased phonon scattering and hence,
lower thermal conductivity. Note that the additional connection is

necessary, however, to form a stable 3D MOF structure by
connecting the otherwise unconnected 2D sheets (e.g., the xy
planes are connected via z-direction in Fig. 8a, b).
A decade ago, a single isolated polyethylene chain was

predicted via simulations to have exceptionally high k in the
chain direction63. Subsequently, it was experimentally measured
that ultra-drawn polyethylene nanofibers can also exhibit very
high k (104 Wm−1 K−1), the highest reported experimental k for a
polymer at the time64. However, the k of ultra-drawn polyethylene
nanofibers was not expected to approach the predicted k of a
single isolated chain due to increased phonon-phonon scattering
within each chain that resulted from chain-chain van der Waals
interactions64,65. The structure shown in Fig. 8 suggests that the
same design concept may be applicable to MOFs.
By analogy, we can think of the bonded atoms in this MOF in

each direction as individual chains. The y-direction has the lowest
k since it has many perpendicular bonded interactions, leading to

Fig. 8 Cross-sectional views of the ultra-high thermal conductivity MOF structure (cdz topology). The color scheme for the atoms is as
follows: copper (gold), oxygen (red), carbon (dark grey); Panel (b) is (a) rotated clockwise by 90 degrees around the y-axis. The circled 1 and 2
represents the xz planes. c building blocks: a Cu(II)-paddlewheel metal node and an oxalate linker. The connecting points to other building
blocks are represented with violet circles.

Table 1. Structural and compositional properties of the six hypothetical MOFs with k > 10Wm−1 K−1.

Formula Topology Density (g cm−3) LPD (Å) VF k (W m−1 K−1) Node Organic linker

V(C2O4) cdm 1.64 5.29 0.52 32.4

Cu(C2O4) cdz 1.65 5.51 0.57 31.8

V(C2O4) qdl 1.90 4.01 0.45 18.8

Cu(C10O4) nor 1.60 2.90 0.44 15.3

V2(C5HO8) cdn 1.47 5.92 0.56 12.9

V3(C9HO12) cdz 1.05 7.48 0.67 11.8
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more scattering, whereas such interactions are minimized in the
other two directions. It may be that the 4-connected square-
planer nodes featured in our most highly conductive MOFs help
facilitate such a design strategy, where high directional thermal
transport along one axis has minimal perpendicular scattering. In
contrast, while 3-connected nodes give even fewer bonded-
interactions perpendicular to thermal transport, it is hard to get
highly aligned bonded heat transfer pathways in the parallel
direction. With 6-connected (and higher connectivity) nodes, the
increase in aligned heat transfer pathways is outweighed by
bonded connections in perpendicular directions, as in MOF-530.
Cheng and coworkers introduced an alignment tensor to explain
high thermal conductivity in MOFs that also supports our
hypothesis described here48.
The thermal conductivity may vary considerably within the

same topology if structural and compositional characteristics
differ. Even with a suitable topology, it is possible to attain a low
thermal conductivity if the right combination of structural and
compositional properties is not selected. For instance, we have
several structures with average k < 1Wm−1 K−1 but that share the
same topology (cdz topology) as the MOF with the highest
conductivity (k > 30Wm−1 K−1). However, the reverse is not true,
as it appears that the highest thermal conductivity structures are
confined to a narrow subset of possible topologies. No matter
what structural or compositional characteristics a MOF contains, it
is impossible to achieve an outstanding thermal conductivity if the
wrong topology is adopted. For instance, some topologies in our
database never showed a high thermal conductivity even if they
otherwise had the right combination of properties.
A concise summary of our observations, with recommended

design strategies, is given in Table 2. We hope that this work will
help guide experimental efforts to synthesize MOFs with targeted
thermal conductivities using the strategies outlined above.
Ultimately, for MOFs to find practical industrial use, they will
need to possess not only great gas adsorption characteristics, but
a myriad of other material properties important in chemical
engineering processes, of which efficient thermal transport is just
one.

METHODS
Hypothetical MOF databases
A prerequisite for large-scale screening is the access to large
number of MOF structures. Over the past decade, several
databases of hypothetical MOFs have been developed and
screened66–72. The first of these databases, was created by Wilmer
and coworkers and contained about 137,000 MOFs66. The

structures in this database were generated with no bias about
the underlying topology using a bottom-up approach where new
combinations of building blocks extracted from previously
synthesized MOFs were sequentially snapped together until a
MOF structure would emerge66. Although diverse with respect to
textural properties (e.g., pore size, surface area), this database
contained only six topologies (nets), with MOFs in the pcu
(primitive cubic unit) topology making up about 90% of the
database. To enforce topological diversity, codes using an
alternative top-down approach where building blocks are
snapped onto a topological template emerged in subsequent
years. These include AuToGraFS by Addicoat et al.67, ToBasCCo by
Boyd et al.68, and ToBaCCo by Gomez-Gualdron et al.69. With the
latter code, a ~13,000-MOF database was created featuring 41
topologies. However, all the 41 topologies corresponded to edge
transitive nets whose topological templates scale up (or down)
isotropically when resized to match the size of the building blocks
to be mapped onto them. The practical implication of this
constraint was that only ‘single-linker’ MOFs featuring highly
symmetric, low aspect-ratio linkers were generated, leaving vast
extensive regions of the MOF design space unexplored.
To overcome the above constraint, some of us modified the

ToBaCCo code to create a 3.0 version whose template scaling
procedure occurred in the graph space instead of the Euclidian
space, in practice providing access to MOF generation in the more
than 2800 non-edge transitive topologies known to date50,73. To
date, more than to generate a proper database, ToBaCCo-3.0 have
been used to generate versatile MOF sets to satisfy the needs of a
given study51,74,75. For the present work, ToBaCCO-3.0 was used to
create a topologically diverse set of 10,194 hypothetical MOFs
featuring 1015 topologies, 24 metal-based nodular building
blocks, 14 organic nodular building blocks and 40 organic edge
building blocks. As the name suggests, nodular and edge building
blocks (metal-based or organic) are mapped onto the nodes and
edges of the topological template, where an edge is the line
drawn between two connected nodes. What synthetic chemists
would refer as the MOF secondary building units (SBUs) essentially
correspond to the metal-based nodular building blocks. What
synthetic chemists would refer as the organic linker essentially
correspond to either edge building blocks or a combination of
edge and organic nodular building blocks.

Molecular dynamics simulation and Green-Kubo method
For predicting thermal conductivities, we used equilibrium
molecular dynamics simulations and the Green-Kubo formulation,
which is based on the fluctuation-dissipation theorem76, and
describe the thermal conductivity element kii of the thermal

Table 2. A summary of the strategies for designing MOFs with low/high thermal conductivities.

For High Thermal Conductivity

• Use high density (> 1.0 g cm−3), small pores (< 10 Å), and small void fraction (~0.5)

• Use 4-connected square planar metal-based nodes to connect the organic linkers in a perpendicular orientation

• Keep the mass mismatch between the node and the linker in the range of 250–500 gmol−1. Use lighter building blocks (nodes and linkers)

• The thermal conductivity can be improved in a particular direction by aligning the bonded atoms parallel to it and reducing the number of
perpendicular bonded interactions. This is facilitated when 4-connected square planar nodes are used

•MOF structures can be designed to maximize thermal conductivity in the two directions by sacrificing in the third direction. Several topologies (cdm,
cdz, cdn, qdl, ukk) in our database possess this feature

• Use short, linear organic linkers (e.g., oxalate, acetylenedicarboxylate)

• Topology (particularly 4-connected networks) has a significant impact on thermal conductivity

For Low Thermal Conductivity

• Use large pores (> 30 Å) and high void fractions (> 0.88)

• Increasing only the pore size is usually sufficient to achieve a low thermal conductivity
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conductivity tensor as77:

kii ¼ V
kbT2

Z 1

0
JiðtÞJið0Þh idt; i ¼ x; y; z: (1)

In Eq. 1, V is the volume of the simulation cell, T is temperature,
and kb is the Boltzmann constant. 〈Ji(t)Ji(0)〉 is the heat current
autocorrelation function (HCACF), which shows how strong the
correlation is between heat fluxes at time zero and t. The HCACF is
integrated over a chosen correlation time to calculate the value of
the i-th diagonal element of the thermal conductivity tensor. We
implicitly assumed that electrons do not contribute to thermal
conductivity and made sure that the simulation cell was larger
than 30 Å in each dimension to minimize finite-size effects76.
For sufficient sampling of the phase space, we averaged eight

independent simulations, each of which had a different initial velocity
distribution (seed), to calculate the thermal conductivity for each MOF
structure. In each simulation, we calculated the thermal conductivity
for each of the x-, y-, and z- directions and averaged them to obtain
the average thermal conductivity values, except when considering
anisotropic thermal transport properties. Thus, each MOF’s directional
and average thermal conductivities are the averages of 8 and 24
independent directional thermal conductivity values, respectively. The
effect of the number of simulations used on the thermal conductivity
is discussed in more detail in Supplementary Methods.
All calculations were performed using the molecular dynamics

package LAMMPS78. We used the version of LAMMPS that has
implemented the corrected heat flux calculations for many-body
terms79. We chose a timestep of 0.5 fs across all structures. Initially,
we used the NVT (canonical constant-volume-constant-tempera-
ture) ensemble for 500 ps at 300 K to set the temperature. After
that, structures were equilibrated using the NVE (microcanonical
constant-volume-constant-energy) ensemble for 100 ps followed
by a final NVE production run for 500 ps. During the production
run, we calculated the HCACF every five timesteps. To describe
bonded intramolecular interactions between MOF framework
atoms, we used the extension of the Universal Force Field
(UFF)80 developed for MOFs (UFF4MOF)81. Non-bonded van der
Waals interactions were computed with a cut-off radius of 12.5 Å,
whereas electrostatic interactions were not included due to the
high computational cost.

The adaptive averaging algorithm
Mean thermal conductivity is extracted from the HCACF data by
averaging instantaneous thermal conductivity values over certain
correlation time intervals, namely where the thermal conductivity
values plateau. Plots of instantaneous thermal conductivity versus
correlation time are shown in Supplementary Fig. 6. For some
MOFs, we observed non-decaying oscillatory behavior (Supple-
mentary Fig. 6b). In these cases, since oscillations showed very
high amplitude that did not decay appreciably over the
correlation times considered, extracting a mean thermal con-
ductivity value was difficult. Thus, when choosing a fitting region,
we considered the average amplitude of the oscillations in
addition to the slope of the linear fit. Due to the large number of
MOFs that we screened, we automated the extraction of thermal
conductivity values by developing an algorithm that adaptively
determined the appropriate plateaued interval based on a set of
criteria. The search strategy we implemented for finding the
optimal plateaued interval was to iteratively perform linear fitting
to data segments of 2 ps in length at 1 ps increments, if the data
was between 0 and 10 ps, and segments of 10 ps length at 5 ps
increments if the data was beyond 10 ps. Then we calculated
normalized slopes and the normalized average oscillation
amplitudes with respect to the average thermal conductivity for
each of those data segments. Finally, the algorithm considers the
0–10 ps correlation time window to check if any linear segment
has a normalized average amplitude and normalized slope that is

less than 0.5 and 0.01 ps−1, respectively. If a single data segment
satisfied the criteria, we accepted that interval. If there were
multiple segments that satisfied the criteria, we sorted them
based on the normalized amplitude and looked at the normalized
slope for the segment with the lowest normalized amplitude if it
meets the criteria. If we could not find any suitable plateaued
interval within the 0–10 ps window, we moved to the correlation
window between 10 and 50 ps and repeated the above-described
search algorithm. We first considered the correlation time interval
of 0–10 ps because most MOFs generally converge before 10 ps,
and typically MOFs tend to have low thermal conductivities,
which might show up at the beginning of the correlation time.
The additional details are explained in the Supplementary
Methods.

Calculation of structural properties
Surface area was geometrically calculated by rolling a nitrogen-
sized (σ= 3.71 Å) spherical probe on MOF atoms. The surface area
corresponded to the area of the surface traced by the center of
the probe82. Void fractions were calculated using the Widom
insertion method with a helium atom as probe (σ= 2.64 Å, ε/
K= 10.9)83. Largest and limiting pore diameters (LPD and PLD,
respectively) were calculated using Zeo++ (version 0.2.2)84.

DATA AVAILABILITY
All 10,194 hypothetical MOF structures in a CIF file format are available at: https://
github.com/meiirbek-islamov/thermal-transport-MOFs.

CODE AVAILABILITY
The ToBaCCo −3.0 code used to generate hypothetical MOF structures are described
and referenced in the “Methods” section and is publicly available.
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